


YAMILÉ CRUZ MONTERO
As a child, Yamilé’s mother received piano lessons, but decided not to 
continue.  As a result, her piano sat untouched, kept as a treasure that her 
grandfather insisted on keeping. So, when Yamilé was born the piano was 
just ‘part of the furniture’, just waiting for its time to be played again… 

Around seven years later, a neighbour asked if she could use it to practice 
her playing. Intrigued, Yamilé would sit and listen to her study, and her 
passion was sparked… Yamilé explains:  “I remember very clearly the 
moment I told my mother that I wanted to start piano lessons with the same 
teacher who taught our neighbour Tania”.

Growing up in Cuba, it was mandatory in school to learn European and 
Latin American classical music. However, the popular genres of Cuban music 
and jazz were not part of the curriculum. Therefore, after her initial home 
tuition, Yamilé went on to study with various well-known Cuban musicians, 
such as Andrés Alén. 

In 2009 she graduated with honours from the University of Arts of Cuba 
(ISA). After her graduation, Yamilé began to write original compositions and 
play music for the theatre group “Teatro de la Luna”, who performed at 
the 36th Theater Festival of Mülheim/Ruhr in 2011. Here she played in The 
Golden Dragon by the playwright Roland Schimmelpfennig.

This experience helped her into further education, where she studied for a 
Master of Music at the University of Music and Performing Arts, Munich. She 
graduated with honours in 2014, under the guidance of professor Adrian Oetiker. 

Her debut performance was with the 
National Cuban Symphony Orchestra, 
playing Sergei Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto 
No. 3. Following this, she performed 
at the Gasteig Philharmonie, in Munich, 
with the Bach Collegium Orchestra. She 
was then invited to festivals around the 
world such as En blanc et noir (France), 
Echoes (London) and the Contemporary 
Music Festival (Havana). She has also won 

prizes in several Cuban competitions and, amongst many others, Costa 
Rica’s María Clara Cullell international piano competition.

She has also produced and performed in Pianos by the Cuban composer 
Beatriz Corona, and 20 Pianos by Cuban pianist and composer Ernán López-
Nussa. In 2017, her solo debut album, Piano Cubano, was recognised to wide 
acclaim in Europe and the United States.

Today Yamilé Cruz Montero’s comprehensive repertoire ranges from Bach 
to Lecuona, all brimming with passion and rhythmic precision. Yamilé hopes 
Rapsodia Cubana is the turning point in her career, as she wishes in future 
to continue down the path of creative freedom and experimentation.

www.yamilecruzmontero.com
“You will enjoy the playing of the young Cuban pianist Yamilé Cruz Montero, 
her dexterity is admirable … she would make an outstanding jazz pianist.”
– David Denton.

CHRISTOS ASONITIS
Christos Asonitis, Yamilé’s personal and professional partner, was born in 
Athens in 1974. At sixteen he started playing drums with a childhood friend, 
with the aim to create a school band. He recalls placing his drums in the 
living room of his family’s apartment: “The search for the first rhythms was 
an unforgettable feeling, as was the anxiety I felt every time I played due to 
the ‘noise pollution’ I caused the neighbours…”

He went on to study drums at Philippos Nakas Conservatory in Athens, 
under Spiros Panagiotopoulos. He then progressed to Latin drumming and 
percussion, in Rio de Janeiro and Havana, under Kiko Freitas and Marcos 
Suzano, amongst others.
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In 2012, he moved to Munich, where he currently lives with Yamilé. In 2015, he graduated with a Master of Music in jazz drums, from the Munich 
University of Music and Performing Arts, under Werner Schmitt. Here he had the opportunity to perform with Latin American musicians, as he played 
in the university’s salsa band for two years. 

His first experience with Cuban music was when he collaborated with two Latin American singers in Greece, Janet Kapuya and Martha Moreleón. 
Their repertoire introduced him to son, cha cha cha, bolero and mambo rhythms. He then developed his Cuban knowledge and musical vocabulary 
by taking private classes in Havana with Enrique Plá, José Eladio Amat and Ramsés Rodríguez.

Now Christos Asonitis is not only an exceptionally talented drummer, but a TKV qualified music teacher, bandleader, arranger and composer. Being 
equally at home in the fields of jazz and Latin music, he has collaborated with numerous musicians around the world. Christos plays exclusively 
Gabriel Drums, Istanbul Mehmet Cymbals and uses Vic Firth drum sticks, mallets and brushes.

www.christosasonitis.com

“Christos Asonitis is such an ingenious and unobtrusive, highly cultured and exuberant drummer, 
who gives the small set a great abundance of nuances without slipping into routine mechanics.” 
– The New Listener.

Rapsodia Cubana 
The project began with a romantic twist of fate and a turning point for Yamilé’s life and career. In Havana in 2011, Yamilé had been organising a 

concert with the Greek Embassy, and Christos had recently arrived to play with a jazz quartet. Their paths collided, and they have been 
together ever since.

The idea of collaborating professionally didn’t occur to them right away, as Yamilé had dedicated herself to European and Latin 
American classical music, and Christos to jazz and Latin popular music. However, four years later, a concert they presented 

together in Munich was met with such enthusiasm, they decided to continue their work together.

Inspired by their different musical backgrounds, the concept of this album echoes the idea of ‘thinking outside the 
box’. Taking on Cuban repertoire, originally written for piano, and enriching it with Latin Jazz by the addition of 

percussion instruments. The classical piano skills of Yamilé are masterfully juxtaposed with the cajón, pandeiro 
and drums of Christos, creating an innovative and captivating result.

To achieve this, they both had to look beyond their own conventions. This experimentation presented 
some challenges. For the classical pianist, it was the diverse genres and improvisational playing style 
of popular Cuban music. For the percussionist, it was paying respect to the original style of fixed 

elements written in scores. Yet despite coming from different angles, the couple meet in the middle, 
creating a unique bridge between both creative realms. 

The title Rapsodia Cubana comes from the Greek word rhapsody, which means a fragment of a 
poem, that could be presented independently of the entire work. Alongside this, a ‘rhapsody’ 
in musical terms refers to its improvisational nature and irregular form. With this in mind, the 
track sequence of songs is based on the dramaturgy that is created between them - not by a 
fixed order of composers.
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Rapsodia Cubana features the composers: José María Vitier (1954), Ernán López-Nussa (1958), Andrés Alén (1950), Aldo López 
Gavilán (1979). All represent the broad spectrum of contemporary Cuban piano, and showcase the technical expertise of classical 
pianism, integrated with popular Cuban, Latin and North American genres. Composer Andres Alén also features with his versions of 
Tico-Tico no Fubá and Romanza María la O, originally composed by Zehquinha de Abreu (Brazil, 1880-1935) and Ernesto Lecuona (Cuba, 
1895-1963). 

As a result, we are invited to dance by sounds of the son and the danzón. Even though they are shaped by the piano and percussion, 
the new arrangements still reflect Cuba’s original celebrated genres. Thus creating an atmosphere that turns classical music, and all its 
technical resources, into a unique Cuban party.

The album can be divided into three parts, which balances the dramaturgy of the track sequence. Each piece leads onto the next, freely alternating 
between emotional lyrical works and more dynamic energetic pieces, achieving an overall balance, whilst still containing a rhapsodic feel.

The first part is shown in tracks Pan con timba, Reencuentro and Contradanza festiva. These pieces work as an introduction, in which the spirit of the album 
and its aesthetics are summarized. In them, the prominence of the piano is clear, yet this is pleasantly balanced with the arrival of percussion, especially 
by the particular instruments selected for each piece.

The second part is revealed in tracks Danza de los inocentes, Danzón legrand, Zontime 1 Puesto y convidado and El pájaro carpintero. Together they capture 
the sense of contemporary composers returning to their hometown traditions. They are all listening to the past from the gaze of the present. They also 
reference the Brazilian Baião and the American ragtime, complementing their general theme, while still connecting them to the colourful spectrum of the 
American continent.

This kaleidoscope of sounds concludes with another nod to the music of Latin America. 
This is seen in Tico-Tico no Fubá (Zequinha de Abreu) and Tarde en la Habana. Epílogo
masterfully closes the selection of works by searching for creative freedom via interpreta-
tion, ultimately reflecting the original purpose of Rapsodia Cubana.

Danza de fin de siglo and Romanza María la O share the stark sound of the piano, and 
both have timbral subtleties from the lyrical vision of the composers. There’s also a 
harmonic handling and a dramaturgical dialogue, which in turn connects the three parts 

mentioned above. 

Each of the songs featured on the album are related to popular dances, except 
Romanza María la O, which is the main theme of a Cuban zarzuela (a small-scale 

light operetta) of the same name. 

Altogether, Rapsodia Cubana combines multiple references that draw 
associations between past and present, tradition and contemporaneity, classical 

universes and the worlds of popular music. All of which define the artistic 
vision that Yamilé Cruz Montero and Christos Asonitis created…
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Yamilé Cruz Montero - Piano
Christos Asonitis - Drumset, conga, cajón, maracas, guiro, triangle, pandeiro

Tracks 1, 8, 12 composed by Aldo López Gavilán
 Tracks 2, 5, 7 composed by Ernán López-Nussa 

Tracks 3, 4, 11 composed by José María Vitier
 Track 6 composed by Andrés Alén

Track 9 composed by Ernesto Lecuona, arranged by Andrés Alén
Copyright © 1930 EB Marks Music. 

This arrangement used by permission of Keiser Southern Music o/b/o EB Marks 
Track 10 composed by Zequinha de Abreu, arranged by Andrés Alén

Tracks 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 performed by Yamilé Cruz Montero and Christos Asonitis
Track 4 and 9 performed by Yamilé Cruz Montero

Recorded at Kammermusiksaal at Steingraeber Haus, Bayreuth, Germany
Produced and directed by Yamilé Cruz Montero and Christos Asonitis

Mixed and Engineered by Manfred Hübel - Audiotransit
Mastered by Diz Heller 

Liner notes and product design by Sarah Wanstall
Photography by Thomas Lackner and Christos Asonitis

With thanks to
Steingraeber & Söhne, Naxos World Music, Rainer Aschemeier, Loly Novás & Andrés Alén, 

Miryam Cruz, Carmen Souto, Karla Martínez, Abel Marcel & Rolando Luna.


